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n  August 19, 2010, 100 
participants of Regular Education 
Program (PPRA) of Batch XLIV 
of Lemhannas of the Republic 

of Indonesia visited the Vice Presidential 
Palace in the framework of receiving 
orientation course from the Vice President. 
The session was attended by the Governor 
of Lemhannas RI, Prof. Dr. Muladi, 
S.H., Vice Governor, Air Marshal Dr. Rio 
Mendung Thalieb, M.Sc. Ph.D., Secretary 
of Governing Board, Major General (Ret.) 
Albert Inkiriwang, the First Secretary, 
Deputies, Teaching Experts, Research 
Experts, Professional Experts, Directors 
and Head of First Secretariat Bureau of 
Lemhannas of the Republic of Indonesia. 

The Vice President, Prof. Dr. Boediono, 
accompanied by the Coordinating Minister 
for Political, Legal and Security Affairs, Chief 
Air Marshal (Ret.) Djoko Suyanto. 

On the occasion, the Vice President 
gave an explanation on the determining 
factors of winning in war which is supported 
by two kind of powers, namely hardware 
and software. The United States of America 
was able to win the World War II because it 
was supported by economic power and war 
machine industry that is called hardware. “In 
other war, a certain country is supported by 
software power namely state social system, 
such as Vietnam.”, said Boediono. Although 
it was beaten in technology, Vietnam with its 
solid social system was able to defeat the 

United States of America in Vietnam War. 
On the occasion, the vice president 

expressed his message that hardware 
and software shall be taken into account 
and improved continuously to strengthen 
national security. According to the Vice 
President, national security of a nation is 
frequently encountering internal threats 
much bigger than the external ones. A 
culture is very likely to collapse due to 
internal threat. History has recorded some 
civilizations that already reached its peak 
but then it collapsed due to internal threat, 
for examples, ancient Roman or Egyptian 
civilizations. All were collapse due to internal 
disturbance.   

ORIENTATION COURSE OF VICE 
PRESIDENT  TO PARTICIPANTS 
OF PPRA XLIV LEMHANNAS RI

O
Vice President, Prof. DR. Boediono, gives orientation course to participants of PPRA XLIV 

of Lemhannas RI.
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he Directorate of Research 
for International Relationship 
o r g a n i z e d  a  R o u n d t a b l e 

Discussion with the theme “Policy on 
Illegal Immigrant Handling to Maintain 
Authority and Responsibility of Indonesia 
amidst International Legal Demand in the 
Framework of Strengthening National 
Stability” on August 12, 2010 in Meeting 
Room of Nusantara I, Trigatra Building of 
Lemhannas RI.  

In the Black’s Law Dictionary, it is 
explained that illegal immigration is re-
location of one trespassing area border 
of a certain country of which the reloca-
tion has violated immigration law of the 
country of destination. Data shows that 
approximately 192 million people live 
beyond their home country, or 3% out of 
all world population with growth of 2.9%. 
It means that there is one immigrant in 
every 35 people. It grows so rapidly. Ad-
vanced country, such as the United States 
of America, and developing countries, 
including Indonesia, encounter serious 
problem, because the illegal immigrants 
do not enter a certain country only for 

-
hood there but there are other interests. 

There are some global trends affecting 
migration and its arrangement, namely 
demographic trend, economic gap be-
tween developing countries and advanced 
countries, liberation of trade requiring im-
migrant workers, communication network 
connecting the entire world hemisphere, 
as well as trans-national migration. High 
demand of workers in advanced countries 
and availability of workers in weak eco-
nomic countries have created global im-

as formed per area has created large 
power in facilitating person mobility; they 

country to provide economic aid to their 

country of origin. The immigrants also 

between host country and their country 
of origin and require more creative and 
productive integration process. Impact of 
this phenomenon is acceptance of dual 
nationality, ownership of dual property, as 
well as voting. Countries have recently 
realized that membership is no longer 
based on territory. A new form of relation 

rooted rapidly in international political 

future of humankind movement.
Indonesia is actually encountering 

illegal immigrant issue for a long time, 
they come into Indonesia not to reside but 
for transit to the other countries (usually 
Australia). The strong reason they come 
through Indonesia is that Indonesian 
position is very strategic and directly 
bordering to Australia. This condition was 
taken advantage by smugglers to obtain 

by assisting in transporting them by boat to 
Australia from some coasts in Indonesia.    

Wide extent of Indonesian territory and 
limitation of safeguarding capacity either in 
land, sea, air as well as weak technology 
have made Indonesia susceptible to this 
issue. If this condition is not immediately 
handled, it will become modus to enter 
Indonesia illegally to disturb security, 
such as terrorism or drugs smuggling. It is 
necessary to create more comprehensive 
and effective system in handling the illegal 
immigrant issue engaging cooperation of 
any relevant agencies, on the other side, 
Indonesia is focusing on welfare improve-
ment, decrease of poverty, as well as 
creation of new employment opportunity 
(pro-poor, pro-job, pro-growth), therefore, 
it is necessary to establish strategy and 
methodology of illegal immigrant handling 
smartly and wisely in the framework of 
maintaining good reputation of Indonesia 
in international interaction.

POLICY ON ILLEGAL IMMIGRANT HANDLING 

T

Vice Governor of Lemhannas RI, Air Marshal DR. Rio Mendung Thalieb reads a Keynote 
Speech of Governor in the International Roundtable Meeting. 
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VISIT OF COMMISSION I OF 
VIETNAMESE PARLIAMENT TO 

LEMHANNAS RI
n August 20, 2010 at 08.45 AM, a delegation of 
Commission I of Vietnamese Parliament paid a visit 
to Lemhannas RI, chaired by H.E. Mr. Tran Dinh Nha, 

Vice Chairman of the Committee of National Defense and 
Security of National Assembly of Vietnam.

The chairperson of delegation and the seven members 
of Vietnamese Parliament arrived at Lemhannas RI at 
08.45 AM. The session was initiated with making courtesy 
call to the Governor of Lemhannas RI by the chairperson 
of delegation together with some representatives from the 
Vietnamese Parliament accompanied by Vice Governor, 
Air Marshal DR. Rio Mendung Thalieb, Air Vice Marshal 
(Ret.) Surya Dharma. S.IP, Head of Cooperation Bureau 
Brigadier General Endang Hairudin S,T., MM, and Head of 
Public Relations Bureau Brigadier General Kusworo, M.Sc 

The session was further continued with discussion in the 
meeting room of Astagatra Building, Floor III West at 09.00 
AM, the meeting was chaired by Air Vice Marshal (Ret.) 

XLV respectively. The discussion activity was previously 
initiated by introduction of Lemhannas RI in brief through 

discussion and question-answer session, the visitors were 
enthusiastic in raising any questions relating to the discussion 

national defense and security; second, system/process 
of drafting law; third, experience in educating people on 
national defense and security.

The Head of Vietnamese delegation also conveyed the 
purpose of their visit, which was to learn from Indonesia’s 
experience, in this case Lemhannas RI in its relation with 
Commission I of the RI’s House of Representatives, the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia, 
the Indonesian National Armed Forces, the Indonesian 
National Police and relevant/equal agencies as well as 
role of Lemhannas RI in formulating Law. Besides, it was 
also discussed the analysis on economic policy relating to 
Defense and Security of Indonesia as well as composition 
and criteria of recruitment of participants of education in 
Lemhannas RI. 

The session was ended at 11.00 AM, H.E. Tran Dinh 
Nha, and his delegation members had a joint photo session 

Building of Lemhannas RI.

o

Discussion session in meeting room of Astagra Building, Floor III West, 
Lemhannas RI

Situation of Courtesy Call of a delegation of Vietnamese Parliament 
members to the Governor of Lemhannas RI at the Governor s of ce
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ursuant to the Letter of Secretariat General of the RI’s House 
of Representatives (DPR RI) Number AG/6308/DPR RI/
VIII/2010 dated August 27, 2010 regarding summons to a 
hearing dated September 2, 2010 with working partners of 

Commission I of DPR RI, Governor of Lemhannas RI was present 
in the DPR building to discuss the Work Program and Budget of 

year of 2011 oriented to task implementation and function of 
Lemhannas RI pursuant to the regulation of President Number 
67 of 2006 dated June 13, 2006.

The hearing meeting session was opened by chairperson of the 
session namely chairperson of Commission I of DPR RI, Drs. H. 
Mahfudz Siddiq, M.Si at 1 PM in the meeting room of Commission 
I of DPR RI. In the hearing, the Governor of Lemhannas RI, Prof. 
DR. Muladi, S.H, was accompanied by Vice Governor, Air Marshal 
DR. Rio Mendung Thalieb, Secretary of Governing Board, Major 
General (Ret.) Albert Inkiriwang, The First Secretary, DR. Ardi 

Commission I of DPR RI on September 2, 2010 in DPR RI.        

The program was continued with discussion and question answer 

P

Drs. H. Mahfudz Siddiq, M.Si, chairs the session of 
Commission I in meeting room of Commission I of DPR RI.

Governor of Lemhannas RI, Prof. DR. Muladi, S.H., accompanied with Vice Governor and the First Secretary of Lemhannas RI gave an 
explanation on RKA-KL of Lemhannas RI of the Fiscal year of 2011.
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he Governor of Lemhannas RI, 
Prof. DR. Muladi, S.H, chairs the 
session of handover of position, 

inauguration, as well as release of 
Echelon III and IV Officials on September 
3, 2010, in Nusantara room, Trigatra 
Building of Lemhannas RI. On the 
occasion, the Governor inaugurated and 
took oath of the relevant officials. This 
activity constitutes the part of personnel 
development aiming at improving 
institution performance in order to create 
change leading to renewal in line with 
environment progress demand.

In  t he  con tex t  o f  pe rsonne l 
development, transfer and handover of 
position will give an important lesson, 
namely learning that enables the relevant 
officials to receive diverse and gradual 
assignment which are necessary to make 
the implementation of main tasks run 
optimally and successfully.

Officials performing handover namely 
in favor of Colonel (Kes), Dra Nilawati, 
M.M., and four other officials. Officials 

so inaugurated namely in favor of 
Megawarni Simamora, S.E., M.M and 
five other officials, as well as release 
of officials entering into retirement 

age namely Colonel Kes, Drg. Zulkifli 
Nasution, Colonel CKM (K) Dr. Zawiah 
Ramlie, S.KM, M.H., Colonel CZI 
Soeharnanto HS, S.IP, Colonel Caj. M. 
Sochib, Colonel Adm. Bambang Sidik, 
S.H., Colonel CPM Maman Taryana, 
S.H., Lieutenant Colonel of the Navy 
(S/W) Sri Suyati Indrasih, B.A.

“I am sure, you’re all able to perform 
tasks pursuant to your respective 
positions, as well as able to continue 
and improve progress already attained 
by the previous officials, and those who 
have completed their service period in 
Lemhannas RI will expectedly always 
hold principle that dedication to the state 
and country has never ended, wherever 
you give your dedication will always be 
useful to society, state and country” said 
the Governor while ending his speech. 

HANDOVER OF POSITION, INAUGURATION, AND 
RELEASE OF ECHELON III AND IV OFFICIALS

T

xpression of oath to of cials inaugurated in the handover of position in usantara Room, 
Trigatra Building of Lemhannas RI

f cials performing handover of position
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n August 26, 2010 in the meeting 
room of Astagatra Building, 
Floor III West, Lemhannas RI, 

a Roundtable Discussion (RTD) was 
held with the theme of “Revitalization of 
National Strategic Industry to Improve 
Capability of Tasks implementation in 
the Area of Defense and Security Sector 
in the Framework of National Defense”. 
Attended by the Governor of Lemhannas 
RI, the Minister of Defense of the 
Republic of Indonesia, representative of 
the Minister of Finance, representative 
of Chairperson of Commission I of 
DPR RI, representative of the National 
Police Chief, representative of Chief 
Commander of the Indonesian National 
Armed Forces, President Director of PT 
Dirgantara Indonesia, and others.

National strategic industry in the area of 
defense and security constitutes industry 
which is very important for survival of 
social, national and state life. In advanced 
countries, strategic industry of defense 
and security is not only designated for 

tools for their military need but also 
becoming its national economic facility. 
The said condition can be materialized 
due to support of political decision, funding 
source, Human Resources Capability, and 
reliable production quality.

Indonesia has currently strategic in-
dustry in the area of defense and security, 
among others, PT PAL, PT PINDAD, PT 
Dirgantara Indonesia (DI), PT Dahana, 
and others. The national strategic industry 
condition to improve capability of tasks 
implementation in the area of defense and 
security of state is acknowledged to be 
inadequate. The condition is caused by 
various complex problems encountered 
by board of management, among others: 

form of consistent political decision at the 
state level to improve national strategic 
industry; second, non-realization of com-
mitment of end user (the National Armed 
Forces and the National Police) to use the 
strategic industry products materialized 
in a certain agreement/Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) either in short term 
or long term; third, non-intensiveness of 
national banking engagement to support 
funding through long-term loan scheme.

Strategic industry quality improvement 
constitutes investment which is not only 
to protect the state of Indonesia, but also 
to secure all natural sources which is 
very useful for improvement of people’s 
welfare, in addition to participate in 
creating world peace. To that end, it is 
necessary to establish commitment of the 
government to encourage the strategic 
industrial growth, not only to policy level, 

but should be implemented by the relevant 
ministry or agency.

Improving capability and capacity of 
national strategic industry in the area 
of defense and security will expectedly 
materialize first, independency and 
sovereignty of national weaponry system, 
second, decrease of dependency as well 

weapon system (alutsista) procurement 
from other countries; third, superior 
human resources, capacity and capability 
of creation, fourth, advanced defense 
industry capacity and competitive globally.

Taking into account improvement of 
quality and quantity of national strategic 
industry in defense and security sector 
is a demand in this globalization 
era, then in this keynote speech, the 
Governor of Lemhannas RI stated that 
high commitment from stakeholders 
is necessary either from executive, 
legislative, National Armed Forces/
National Police, management or national 

of primary defense weapon system  to 
improve capability of task implementation 
in the area of defense and security of 
state, but also it would become national 
economic growth facility.       

 REVITALIZATION OF NATIONAL STRATEGIC INDUSTRY

O

Report of Director of Research for Defense 
and Security to the Governor of Lemhannas 

before the Roundtable Discussion is of cially 
opened.

Prof.DR. Muladi, S.H., read out Keynote Speech 
when opening Roundtable Discussion on Defense 

and Security (RTD Hankam).

Situation of Roundtable Discussion held by the 
Directorate General of Defense and Security of 

Deputy of Research of Lemhannas RI.
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he Directorate of Research for 
Socio-Culture sector held a 
Roundtable Discussion (RTD) 

on September 2, 2010 in Meeting Room, 
Nusantara I, Trigatra Building. The RTD 
had the theme of “Strengthening of 
Cultural Strategy Based on Diversity 
Values to Strengthen Sense of 
Unity in the Framework of National 
Development” and invited Jero Wacik, 
the Minister of Culture and Tourism of the 
Republic of Indonesia. 

On the occasion, the Governor gave 
a welcoming speech relating to his point 
of view on Cultural Strategy. The Cultural 
Strategy is needed to face negative values 
of global culture entering into Indonesia. 
It is needed in order that the society will 
have mental resilience in encountering 
life problem at present and in the future 

pride and its love to the Unitary State of 
the Republic of Indonesia. To that end, it 
is necessary to make analysis on situation 
covering strength, weakness, opportunity 
and challenge as encountered by the 

state of Indonesia. It is also necessary 
to make analysis on development, 
tendency and strategic issues relating 
to strengthening of culture based on 
diversity values. Some strategic issues 
which should be paid attention are among 
others, multiculturalism, budgeting, 
decentralization, and increase of capacity 
of institution through improvement 
of managerial system of institutions 

good governance principles.

Some measured indicators will be 
needed in the strengthening of cultural 
strategy based on diversity values, 
namely: 

First, the culture grows based on noble 
values of Pancasila;

Second, decrease of tension and 

Third, Strengthening of unity of state 

Fourth, Development of application 
of new values which are positive and 
productive in the framework of stabilizing 
national culture as materialized in every 
aspect of development policy; and 

Fifth, increase of preservation and 
development of local cultural assets (local 
wisdom).

Governor said that the strengthening of 
cultural strategy based on diversity values 
will require consideration on development 
of social capacity encouraging the creation 
of open space and democratic to cultural 
dialogue. 

S T R E N G T H E N I N G  O F  C U LT U R A L  S T R AT E G Y 
B A S E D  O N  D I V E R S I T Y  V A L U E

T

The Minister of Culture and Tourism, Jero 
Wacik, is present as special invitee in the 

Roundtable Discussion (RTD) for 
Socio-culture sector

Roundtable Discussion for Socio-Culture sector held in Meeting Room of usantara I, 
Trigatra Building, Lemhannas RI
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n September 7 and 8, 2010 at 8 
AM in Panca Gatra Building, Floor 
III West Lemhannas RI, a session 

of reporting of Domestic Strategic Study 
(SSDN) of PPRA XLIV of Lemhannas RI 
of 2010 was held.

In the report as given by Deputy 
of Education of Lemhannas RI, it was 
reported that the implementation of SSDN 
of PPRA XLIV will last from August 23-27, 
2010 of the four provinces namely East 
Kalimantan, West Kalimantan, Papua, 
and East Nusa Tenggara.

While on September 15-16, 2010 a 
session of reporting of SSDN of PPRA 
XLV of Lemhannas RI was held in Trigatra 
Building, Floor III West. SSDN of PPRA 
XLV was already made on August 30 – 
September 3, 2010 for Nangroe Aceh 
Darussalam, Riau Islands, North Maluku 
and North Sulawesi delegation.

Reporting of SSDN of PPRA XLIV 
and XLV was attended by the Governor 

of Lemhannas RI, Prof. DR. Muladi, 
S.H., Vice Governor of Lemhannas RI, 
Air Marshal DR. Rio Mendung Thalieb, 
and the First Secretary of Lemhannas 
RI, DR. Ardi Partadinata as well as 

XLV as already made to the respective 
provincial territories is aimed at giving 
experience for the participants of PPRA 
XLIV and XLV in obtaining and collecting 
information regarding implementation of 
national development in the area in the 
aspects of welfare and security relating 
to eight aspects covering Geography, 
Demography, Natural Assets source, 
Ideology, Politics, Economy, Socio-
Culture, Defense and Security and 
simultaneously making evaluation toward 
condition of national defense in each 
area as related to theme of education 
and seminar of PPRA XLIV regarding 
“Science and Technology in the framework 
of National Defense”, while for SSDN XLV 

is related to the theme of education and 
seminar of PPRA XLIV regarding “Quality 
of Human Resources in the framework of 
National Development”.

Besides, each delegation of SSDN 
of PPRA XLIV monitored directly to 
areas bordering to friendly countries and 
obtained many inputs from bureaucracy, 

in bordering areas. It can expectedly 
serve as consideration material of the 
government in determining further 
bordering area management.

Obtainment of information, fact 
and data in each provincial area, after 
undergoing analysis, can expectedly 
be designated or used as input material 
from Lemhannas RI to each territory 
for improvement of implementation of 
development in the respective territories 
or national development comprehensively.

REPORTING OF THE DOMESTIC STRATEGIC STUDY (SSDN) 
OF PPRA XLIV AND XLV OF LEMHANNAS RI 2010

O
Situation of presentation by SSD  Team of 
PPRA XLIV of Papua Province Delegation

Presentation from Delegation Team of SSD  
of PPRA XLIV of East Kalimantan Province 

Delegation 

Situation of presentation from Team of SSD  
of PPRA XLV for angroe Aceh Darussalam 

delegation.

Delivery of souvenir from delegation team of 
SSD  of PPRA XLIV of East usa Tenggara 
delegation to the Governor of Lemhannas RI.

Situation of presentation from Team of SSD  
of PPRA XLV for orth Maluku Province 

delegation.

The Governor, Vice Governor and resource persons listen 
to presentation of delegation Team of SSD  XLV of Riau 

Province Delegation
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n September 3, 2010 at 8.30 AM  in meeting room of 
Nusantara I, Trigatra Building, Lemhannas RI a Roundtable 
Discussion (RTD) was held regarding Increase of Role of 

Entrepreneur of Indonesia to accelerate decrease of poverty level in 
the framework of strengthening of National Stability. The RTD was 
attended by the Minister for Cooperatives and Small and Medium 
Enterprises, Syarifuddin Hasan.

The activity was held in the framework of performing one of 
tasks and functions as well as role of Lemhannas RI in the area of 
research to study the problem which may arise, either problem which 
is national and regional in nature or problem which is international in 
nature which is required by the President of the Republic of Indonesia 
to serve as input in organizing national development. 

Advancement or deterioration of economy of a certain state will 
mostly be determined by existence and role of group of business-
person. The success in increasing growth and empowerment of 
entrepreneurship is not separating from participation of social own 
strength, society’s participation has become important factor in 
building competitive entrepreneurship. 

Based on data of the Central Bureau of Statistics (BPS) on 
March 2010, poverty level of Indonesian people attained 211,726 
per capita per month. Based on the data, it can be seen that the 
poverty level of Indonesian people is still high and needs special 
effort to overcome it. To that end, the government has made some 
activities, which is one of them is, among others, encouraging na-
tional economic development through entrepreneur growth that can 

become dependable in the effort of improving national economy or 
accelerating decrease of poverty level, since the national economy 
will not develop without support from increase of people’s economy.

One of the efforts as taken to empower people is through increase 
of role of entrepreneur. Through the role, potentials of natural or 

as can be developed to accelerate the decrease of poverty level 
as well as strengthen national stability.

Three clusters as launched by the government to eradicate pov-
erty is: Cruster 1 The Family Hope Program (PKH) as substitute for 
cash grant (BLT), and Public Health Insurance Scheme (Jamkesmas) 
and scholarship for children from the poor family, Cluster II Social 
Empowerment covering independent social empowerment national 
program (PNPM), Cluster III Empowerment for micro and small 
scale business with credit scheme for people’s business (KUR) as 
superior program. 

Nowadays the world is in globalization era, the era leading every 
country therein to enter into keener and intensive competition. To 
that end, the Governor of Lemhannas RI in his keynote speech said 
that every country, including Indonesia is demanded to build strong 
competitive capacity in order to be able to survive. The government 
can expectedly encourage, facilitate, direct/educate, absorb and 
operate the spirit of entrepreneurship (reinventing government) in 
its government administration.  

INCREASE  OF  ROLE  OF  ENTREPRENEUR 
OF  INDONESIA  IN  ACCELERATING 

DECREASE  OF  POVERTY LEVEL

Situation of Roundtable Discussion in Meeting Room of usantara I, 
Trigatra building, Lemhannas RI

The Minister for Cooperatives and Small and Medium Enterprises, 
Syarifuddin Hasan, answers question from one of participants of the 

Roundtable Discussion.

O
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n September 16, 2010 in the meeting room of Asta 
Gatra Building, Floor III West, Lemhannas, a session of 
Intellectual Exercise was held. It was chaired by Prof. DR. 

Malik Fadjar and attended by, among others, Prof. Dorodjatun 
Kuntjoro Djakti, Secretary of Governing Board, Deputies, 
Teaching Experts, Research Experts and Professional Experts 
of Lemhannas RI. 

The one who gives explanation in the session was Major 
General Amir Hamka Manan with the theme of “New Paradigm 
of Politics of Indonesia in Encountering Domestic Horizontal 

 and DR. C.A Aryanti PS. S. PD.MH, with the topic of 
“Problem and Solution of Information Domain in Encounter-

. In the session, the Governor 
of Lemhannas RI as Coordinator of the Governing Board was 
indisposed since at the same time he chaired the session of 
reporting on implementation result of Domestic Strategic Study 
(SSDN)of PPRA XLV.

O

Major General Amir Hamka Manan reported paper in Intellectual 
Exercise of the Governing Board of Lemhannas RI.

he Operat ion of  Nat ional 
Management System (OS) is one 
of the main activities of education 
organized by Lemhannas RI 

and contained in the Regular Education 
Program (PPRA) Curriculum as well as 
stipulated by Decision of Governor of 
Lemhannas. The National Management 
System Operation has become one of 
teaching methods which is absolutely 

needed. Therefore, it shall be attended by 
the entire participants of PPRA. Principally, 
the activity of the National Management 
System Operation is aimed at training 
participant in order to be able to cooperate 
in team relation in integrated manner in the 
framework of decision making and policy 
formulation which is strategic in nature 
and at national scale, simultaneously 
training the participants in order to be 
able to implement the National Insight 
and National Resilience by considering 
strategic environment development, 
either in the scope of national, regional or 
international level.

-
ment System Operation uses computerized 
system based on ICT applying application 
of e-learning and e-mail, it constitutes 
cooperation of Deputy of Education and 
Telematics Bureau. To support the Opera-
tion of National Management System activ-

ity of PPRA XLIV of this year, supporting 
personnel either for operator or technician 
mastering the use of computerized system 
shall be needed for smooth implementa-
tion of the National Management System 
Operation.

Therefore, for securing the smooth 
implementat ion,  Socia l izat ion of 
Computerized System of the National 
Management System Operation of PPRA 
XLIV was held on September 2, 2010 in 
the meeting room of Astagtra Building, 
Floor III West, opened by the Director 
of Education Program Brigadier General 
Paryaman Manurung and then continued 
with technical explanation from team of 
Telematics Bureau which built the National 
Management System Operation and 
simultaneously holding the training on use 
thereof in Laboratory of Telematics Bureau, 
Astagatra Building, Floor VI.

T

Situation of Sociali ation of the ational 
Management System Operation of PPRA 

XLIV in meeting room of Astagatra Building, 
oor III West Lemhannas RI
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he Ministry of Defense of the 
Republic of Indonesia handed 
over land, building, facility, and 
infrastructure assets which are 

previously still under the name of the 
Ministry of Defense to Lemhannas RI on 
August 10, 2010. Acting as representative 
of Lemhannas RI was Vice Governor 
of Lemhannas RI, Air Marshal DR. 
Rio Mendung Thalieb, and acting as 
representative of the Ministry of Defense 
of the Republic of Indonesia was Secretary 
General of Ministry of Defense, Air Marshal 
Eris Heryanto. 

Lemhannas RI was built on 1965 by the 

Ir. Soekarno, under the name of the National 
Defense Institute subordinated directly to 
President of the Republic of Indonesia. 
Further, based on Decree of President 
No.60 of 1983 it changed its name to be 
National Resilience Institute subordinated 
to Chief Commander of Armed Forces of the 
Republic of Indonesia. Further based on the 
Decree of President No.4 of 1994 it changed 

to be directly subordinated to the Minister 
of Defense and Security. Finally based on 
the Decree of President No. 42 and 43 of 
2001 the National Resilience Institute of the 
Republic of Indonesia changed its position 
and organizational structure to become 
Non-Ministerial Government Institution 
(LPND), and it should report to President. 
It is since 2001 the use of assets of land, 
building, facility and infrastructure of the 
Ministry of Security have not yet been 
handed over to Lemhannas RI. 

Status of handed over lands are six 
plots of land area of 20,337 M2 and already 

area of 7,492 square meters. Land, building, 
facility and infrastructure which status is 
handed over from the Ministry of Defense 
of the Republic of Indonesia to Lemhannas 
RI, namely:

First, Jalan Medan Merdeka Selatan 
No.10 

Second, Jalan Kebon Sirih No.24, 26, 
28, 30 Jakarta Pusat.

By the signing of minutes of handover by 

the Ministry of Defense of the Republic of 
Indonesia and Lemhannas RI together with 

Defense shall delete assets already handed 
over from register of inventory of state 
assets, while Lemhannas should report the 
assets already handed over to the Minister 
of Finance of the Republic of Indonesia. 
While land which is not yet furnished with 

same with National land Agency (BPN).

HANDOVER OF LAND, BUILDING, FACILITY AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
ASSETS FROM THE MINISTRY OF DEFENSE TO LEMHANNAS RI

T

Signing of text of handover of assets by Air 
Marshal Eris Heryanto and DR. Ardi 

Partadinata

n September 14, 2010, the entire personnel of Lemhannas 
RI and participants of Regular Education Program of 
Batch XLIV and XLV of Lemhannas RI returned to do 

routine activity according to their respective functions and main 
tasks, after enjoying mass leaves in the framework of celebrating 

initiated with halal bi halal gathering (asking for forgiveness to 
each other) session with the Governor, Vice Governor, Secretary 

Lemhannas RI in the middle yard of Lemhannas RI. 
The Governor of Lemhannas RI, Prof. DR. Muladi, S.H in his 

welcoming speech said that the fast we already performed is 
principally a vertical relation with Allah SWT, that will spout pure 
individuals and noble social behavior, which is implemented in 
attitude and act of performing kindness for oneself and others. 
After completing the fast for one month, we return to do our 
respective main tasks and functions to continuously increase 
the work spirit and improve performance.

Further, the Governor of Lemhannas RI said that halal bi 
halal gathering performed with the spirit of togetherness will be 
very useful in increasing inter-personnel communication and 

of maintaining togetherness and friendliness in Lemhannas RI.
In the end of his welcoming speech the Governor of Lemhannas 

RI reminded to always maintain our relation with God The Almighty 
(Hablumminallah) and relation with human (Habluminannas) in 
order to be balanced.

After giving his brief welcoming speech, the halal bi halal 
ceremony of Idl’ Fitr’ 1431 H was continued with shaking hands 
orderly aiming at expressing Happy Idl’ Fitr’ 1431 H, asking 
for apology as materialization of harmony, togetherness and 
cooperation which is strongly established within Lemhannas RI. 

O

Situation of Halal Bi halal gathering of the entire members of 
Lemhannas RI in the middle yard of Lemhannas RI.
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NUZULUL QUR’AN CELEBRATION 1431 H AND FAST-
BREAKING GATHERING IN LEMHANNAS RI

n September 2, 2010 in Dwi Warna 
Purwa Building of Lemhannas RI, a 
fast-breaking gathering was held. It 
was later continued with celebration 

of Nuzulul Qur’an of 1431 H. The session 
was held by Lemhannas RI and Alumni 
Association of Lemhannas RI (IKAL) with 
the theme “By Celebration of Nuzulul 
Qur’an in the middle of Pluralism 
of State to Strengthen Unity in the 
Framework of Materializing National 
Resilience”

Holy month of Ramadhan constitutes 
month which is full of blessing, mercy 
and forgiveness that should be welcomed 
by performing kindness in dimension 
of Habluminallah or Habluminannas. 
This fast-breaking gathering is a very 
good tradition and need to be increased 
because besides strengthening sense of 
affection and togetherness among the 
entire big families of Lemhannas RI, it 
can also serve as media of silaturrahim 
giving positive contribution, particularly 
in moral-spiritual values to strengthen 
identity and improvement of quality of tasks 

implementation and dedication to society, 
state and nation.

In this welcoming speech, the Governor 
of Lemhannas RI asked the entire 
members of Lemhannas RI to always 
make introspection on various things in 
our life, and then have strong intention to 
do changes toward better condition and 
more useful for personal life or in social, 
state and national life.

Meanwhile, K.H Tajudin Hasan in his 
sermon said the quotation from Islamic poet 
that a certain followers will be at peace, 
when the followers have noble moral, 
ethical, and character; and otherwise a 
certain followers will ruin when they have 
unfavorable moral, ethical and character. 
The preacher also said that human lives 
not for death but to face eternal life. To that 
end, the belief should always be instilled 
that the hereafter exists. In doing activities 
in this life, we should always refer to Al 
Qur’an and Hadist. Human was created 
solely to worship to Allah SWT. Therefore 

The most sublime person in the side 
of Allah SWT shall be those who are the 
most pious to Him.

Members of Lemhannas RI listen to welcoming 
speech from the General Chairman of IKAL, 

General (Ret.) Agum Gumelar.

Governor of Lemhannas RI, Prof. DR. 
Muladi, S.H., and General Chairman of 

IKAL General (Ret.) Agum Gumelar attends 
the u ulul ur an Celebration of 1 1 H 

and Fast-breaking gathering.

O

Colonel Pnb Drs. Bambang Suwarto, 
M.Si has passed away due to sickness 
on Tuesday on September 7, 2010 at 10 
AM in Jakarta, the deceased was born in 
Semarang, October 19, 1958, he was the 
participant of Regular Education Program 
of Batch XLIV Lemhannas RI, and he is 
survived by a wife and 2 children. 

 Funeral was made on Wednes-
day on September 8, 2010 at 12.30 PM 
in Cemetery of Bahagia Benowo, West 
Surabaya.

 Management and the entire big 
families of Lemhannas RI would like to 
express our condolence. May all of his 
worships are accepted and may all of his 
sins are forgiven by Allah SWT. And may 
his family is provided with resoluteness 
and strength of faith.

CONDOLENCE


